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Mara River Basin
Background

• Mara is Located in East Africa, Basin is trans-boundary
• 65% is in Kenya & 35% in neighbouring Tanzania
• Total area is 13,500km sq
• River runs 395 km from source to lake Victoria (2nd largest 

fresh water lake in the world).
• Lake Victoria is also the head waters of the River Nile.
• It is the lifeline to wildlife, livestock, indigenous people & is 

of utmost importance for the economy of this region.



Map of Mara Basin



Key Features

• The great wildebeest Migration

- Every year 1.5 Million Wildebeests,400,000 Antelopes 
& 200,000 Zebras migrate across the border over a 
1,000 km stretch between the Serengeti in Tanzania 
and the Mara in Kenya

Reason:
Between the months of July and November, the Mara is the 
only perennial river that flows in the whole eco-system
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Elephants quench their thirst in the Mara River 



Wildlife in the Serengeti



Consequences of reduced flows

• During the intense drought of 1993, nearly 400,000 
wildebeests died and uncountable other species. In 2005 
drought was equally intense.

• Eco-hydrological modelling by scientists in from Tanzania 
National Parks indicates that more prolonged droughts 
exacerbated by increased human withdrawal of water from 
the Mara River, could cause a wildebeest die-off of 30% in 
the first two weeks and a catastrophic die-off within one 
month, leaving only a small number alive.

• The consequences of such a die-off would be incalculable 
from a biodiversity standpoint and devastating to the 
region’s economy.



Other Stakeholders of the Mara Basin

• Irrigation & Large-scale Wheat farming (Irrigated 
cotton has been proposed for AGOA Market)

• Traditional pastoralism & small-scale farming
• Gold mining, Fisheries & Towns (Urban 

settlements)
• IN GENERAL THERE IS ACUTE COMPETING 

INTERESTS FOR THE WATERS OF THE MARA



Large-scale wheat farming



Traditional pastoralism



Issues/ Challenges

• Destruction of catchment forest, hence reduced flow
• Pollution from town effluents, mining, siltation from 

unsustainable agricultural practices
• Increasing irrigation 
• Increase in population – More water
• Plan to divert the waters of the Mara for hydro-electric 

power generation
• Transboundary water allocation between Kenya & 

Tanzania
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WWF’s Initiative

• WWF through its MRBMI is facilitating an IRBM project in 
the Mara Basin

• Key achievement was the formation of the Mara River 
Water Users Association, a dialogue forum for water 
management issues. 

• The project is conducting an EFA for the river focussing on 
the protected conservation areas. The results will be 
finalised in October this year. (see poster on display)

• The Building Block methodology was used for the EFA



Mara River Water Users Association
• Formed and registered in July, 2003

• Has a board of 17 members representing various 
stakeholder groups

• Has a basin office and information center 
• Has membership of about 1000 paid-up members
• Self financed.

• Currently implementing new water & environment acts
• Serves as a forum for discussion and conflict resolution 

among water users
• Reviews and makes recommendations on new water 

permit applications
• Establishes codes of conduct for each subcatchment
• Implementing best practices on catchment management



EFA Pictorial 

The Team



EFA Pictorial

The Sampling Sites



Analysis of the river biota



Way Forward 

Allocation (rules) for the Mara
-Appropriate conditions on new

permits

Options:
- Dams
- Alternative crops and

land-use plans

EFA completed

Flows secured in the Mara

Rules enforced  through monitoring

(Has been very weak)

Clear process for agreeing rules:

- Clear ownership of the process

- Involvement of all stakeholders, with

clear definition of roles of each

Seek formal adoption of 
recommended flows:

-Incorporate flow prescription 
into WRMA catchment
management strategy in Kenya 
and basin management plans 
in Tanzania
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Awareness raising around flow 
assessment results.

- Among key decision makers, such 
as the politicians, CAACs, and Water 
Users

- Clear depiction of implications



Ashe Oleng 

Thank You

Asante Sana
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